The angiogenic responses induced by release of angiogenic proteins from tumor cell-activated platelets are regulated by distinct molecular pathways.
There is mounting evidence that tumor angiogenesis can be regulated by platelets (Plts), which serve as major sources and delivery vehicles of many proangiogenic cytokines including transforming growth factor-β and vascular endothelial growth factor. Although considerable progress has been made in understanding the role for Plt secretion in tumor angiogenesis, very little is known about the precise mechanisms underlying cancer cell induction of Plt granule release. Here, we demonstrated that nonsmall cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cells directly induced Plt secretion of several angiogenic regulatory cytokines that promoted angiogenesis in concert. Moreover, we discovered that these Plt-derived angiogenesis modulators were regulated by different molecular pathways and could be largely inhibited by combination of multiple signaling inhibitors. Our present studies indicated that manipulation of Plt secretion of angiogenic cytokines without compromising hemostatic functions could provide a novel option for management of tumor angiogenesis and metastasis in NSCLC patients with thrombocytosis.